The groups conceptually represent trees and bushes dotting the landscape. People in each group should start at different levels...standing, crouching down, squatting, getting low (one leg extended with the other tucked under the body), etc. Nobody should sit or kneel on the ground (wet ground = bad for uniforms!). Bodies may face in different directions...people playing should have instruments facing front. Some instruments make this hard or impossible to do...adjust as needed for the instrument.
Each group will randomly break up and float to location. Group members should stand up (if not standing tall already) and move 1 or 2 steps apart, but can have more than one member start at the same time if needed.

G1: Hold 24, Float 48
G2: Hold 48, Float 24
G3: Hold 30, Float 42
G4: Hold 30, Float 42
G5: Hold 42, Float 30
G6: Hold 6, Float 66
G7: Hold 12, Float 60
G8: Hold 30, Float 42
G9: Hold 18, Float 54
G10: Hold 36, Float 36

Concept here is that Alice is drifting off to sleep, so the world slowly dissolves around her.
During this time, Alice notices the white rabbit and is chasing him around the field.
31-35 & 41-45: Hold 20, Forward 36

Side A:
- Follow the leader (#10) 44
- Right Slide 3
- Left Slide 3
- Right Slide 3
- Left Slide 3

Side B:
- Follow the leader (#25) 44
- Left Slide 3
- Right Slide 3
- Left Slide 3
- Right Slide 3

WR
AL A
AL B
Side A:
- Hold 16
- Float 16

Side B:
- Float 32

Mushroom is moved into place and prop screen is moved back (ASAP).
All steps will be 1 per measure rather than one per beat.

31-35 & 41-45: Follow (#45) 28
6-10 & 21-25: Float 16, Hold 12
11-15 & 26-30: Hold 4, Float 16, Hold 8
16-20 & 36-40: Hold 8, Float 16, Hold 4
1-5 & 46-50: Hold 12, float 16

Cats operate in their area, but are not tied down in place...just avoid hitting the band with flags please.
All steps will be 1 per measure rather than one per beat.

31-35 & 41-45: Follow (#45) 7
10-6 & 25-21: Right Slide 7
11-15 & 26-30: Left Slide 7
16-20 & 36-40: Follow (#36) 7
All others: Float 7

Cats operate in their area, but are not tied down in place...just avoid hitting the band with flags please.
All steps will be 1 per measure rather than one per beat.

31-35 & 41-45: Float 7
10-6 & 25-21: Left Slide 7
11-15 & 26-30: Follow (#11) 7
16-20 & 36-40: Follow (#36) 7
All others: Float 7

Cats operate in their area, but are not tied down in place...just avoid hitting the band with flags please.
All steps will be 1 per measure rather than one per beat.

31-35 & 41-45: Left Slide 18
10-6 & 25-21: Float 18
11-15 & 26-30: Follow (#11) 18
16-20 & 36-40: Follow (#36) 4, Hold 14
All others: Hold 18

Cats operate in their area, but are not tied down in place...just avoid hitting the band with flags please.
All steps will return to 1 per beat now.

All: Float 12

Cats operate in their area, but are not tied down in place...just avoid hitting the band with flags please.
All steps will return to 1 per beat now.

All: Float 16, go back into multi-height mode, some people squatting, or down low, while others are standing tall..."trees & bushes". Placements are not exact, but show where your cluster should be located. Clusters can be tighter than shown.

Mushroom is moved off, table brought out for the tea party.